2. Проведение стимулирующей денежно–кредитной политики, направленной на активизацию кредитования реального сектора экономики в направлении структурной модернизации. При этом нужно:
– ввести институт «инвестиционного банка», по которому должны применяться смягченные требования по резервированию ставок рефинансирования со стороны Нацбанка Беларуси;
– разработать механизмы субсидирования процентных ставок по кредитам, которые предоставляются на реализацию инвестиционных проектов на приоритетных направлениях: энергосбережение, индустриализации агропроизводства регионов и т.д.

3. Институциональное обеспечение денежно–кредитной политики. Здесь представляется целесообразным:
– налоговое и валютное стимулирование развития фондового рынка РБ, формирование общего консультативного органа Нацбанка РБ и Министерства финансов Республики Беларусь с целью обеспечения координационности стратегии и действий органов монетарной и фискальной власти;
– разработка среднесрочной программы урегулирования рисков, связанных с неплатежеспособностью должников, вызванной финансово–экономическим кризисом, с целью существенного снижения доли «плохих» кредитов, в том числе путем создания «госпитального банка».
– совершенствование банковского регулирования на основе принудительного надзора за деятельностью коммерческих банков, действия которого синхронизированы во времени и координированы по направленности с инструментами монетарной, фискальной, структурной политики;

В целом, все вышесказанное при условии обеспечения стабильности белорусской финансовой системы и минимизации влияния внешних дестабилизирующих факторов, безусловно, должно положительно повлиять на повышение уровня общественного благосостояния в результате повышения реальных доходов населения.
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This article is about one type of cryptocurrency – bitcoin. The main topic of this work is a level of risk connected with cryptocurrency market. The work consists of theory, a definition of cryptocurrency and bitcoins, an analysis of risk level in this kind of investments on cryptocurrency market and a bibliography.

A definition of cryptocurrency and bitcoins
A Cryptocurrency is a modern digital medium of exchange. It is a new decentralized, limited and peer–to–peer payment system. Most cryptocurrencies are created to introduce new units of currency, whose total amount is limited. All cryptocurrencies use cryptography to control the creation and transfer of money. The first cryptocurrency was Bitcoin, created in 2008 and introduced in 2009. Nowadays it is the most popular cryptocurrency which is used as an open source software. The creator of Bitcoin was Satoshi Nakamoto, a person or a group of people. Nakamoto published a work on The Cryptography Mailing list in which he described the Bitcoin currency. Next year, the first Bitcoin software was launched on the network, which started Bitcoin’s flow.

Bitcoins are introduced to the market by a process called mining. In this process engage computer network participants – users who provide their computing power, next verify and record payments into a network in exchange for minted bitcoins and transaction fees. Bitcoins are transferred by wallet software
on a personal computer, web application or mobile device. All cryptocurrencies use public-key cryptography; a pair of public and a private cryptographic key make Bitcoins safe. All of the user’s keys are called a digital wallet. The role of Bitcoin safety system is keeping keys in secure place.

**Bitcoin transactions**

Users make payments by digitally signed messages to the public transaction database, called the block chain. Ownership of transaction is transferred from one Bitcoin address to another and is recorded in the block chain. The “mining” process carries a reward (fee) of twenty-five bitcoins per each block added to the block chain. A reward of twenty-five bitcoins is the most important part of the cryptocurrency system. The computers which confirm transactions and participate in “mining” process also mint new bitcoins.

Cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoins, can be bought and sold in person for cash. In online exchange system bitcoins can be traded by buy and sell bids.

**Risk level in transactions with Bitcoins**

Nowadays Bitcoins and all cryptocurrencies are discuss by economists and media. The main problem of Bitcoin transactions is connected with a risk level. Bitcoin has become a target for speculators, which makes it a risky financial instrument.

Cryptocurrencies are high-risk investment. Bitcoins are traded by speculators whose main aim is to profit on short or medium term price changes. Some of international financial organizations such as The European Banking Authority or American institution like Financial Industry Regulatory Authority or Federal Reserve have called Bitcoin market a speculative bubble and warned investors of potential losses, theft or fraud. Also, the disadvantage of Bitcoin system is connected with vulnerability to hacking and theft. But on the other hand there were some investors which has made a fortune on cryptocurrency market. For example Winklevoss twins made a US$1.5 million personal investment.

Next aspect of risk is a price volatility. Bitcoin is over eight times as volatile as the S&P 500 and seven times as volatile as gold [5]. High rate of volatility of bitcoin exchange rate damaged the ability of bitcoin to be a store of value. It refers to all the cryptocurrencies.

Bitcoin transactions are connected with possibility of criminal activity. Cybercriminals (users of online criminal behavior) trade bitcoins on so-called black market. Criminal activity with Bitcoin transactions like theft of the currency, money laundering, the use of bitcoins in exchange of illegal items or services is much higher nowadays. With the development of online services, black market which involves cryptocurrencies attracts the attention of financial regulators, law enforcement and journalists. The FBI published a report in a 2012 wherein stated that “bitcoin will likely continue to attract cyber-criminals who view it as a means to move or steal funds.”

Bitcoin transactions are out of governmental control. For example FBI and The European Banking Authority are concerned about money laundering with cryptocurrencies. In 2014 the operators of two exchanges system for the cryptocurrencies were arrested – they had been charged with money laundering[6].

By some critics cryptocurrencies’ systems are considered a Ponzi scheme. It’s a type of fraudulent investment operation where the operator (in this case an exchange system) pays returns to current investors (users) from new obtained capital from new investors. In case of shortage of new capital system collapses. In October 2012 the European Central Bank has published a report “Virtual currency schemes” [7] stating that some Bitcoin shares characteristics of Ponzi schemes. The Bitcoin Savings and Trust, a virtual hedge fund which promised investors up to 7 percent interest weekly, in 2013 was charged with defrauding investors in a Ponzi scheme involving Bitcoin by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and then shut down.

Not only Bitcoin transactions are not safe but also keeping them in wallet. Theft often happens to users who keep Bitcoins in wallet online. But thefts are caused by bug in exchange system or by malware which steal the private keys. Bug in exchange systems occurs at exchanges, payment processors and at online wallet services, which have been already mentioned. But the possibility of existence of bug concerns also virtual currency exchange systems. On February 28 this year, Mt. Gox, one of the biggest virtual currency system was hacked and users lost 850,000 bitcoins which was worth approximately $477 million at the time (7 percent of the world’s bitcoin supply). It caused the bankruptcy of Mt. Gox [8].

With the development of technology cryptocurrencies’ system are threatened by malware infections and unauthorized mining. Malware program uses capabilities of all infected computers and uses its hard-
ware to mine bitcoins. Users whose computers are infected, are unaware that hackers can steal their bitcoins from online wallet. Much of malware log keystrokes to record password, crack the keys or replace users’ address with different address and trick users into making transactions with hackers (users send bitcoins to invalid address).

Decreasing the risk level

The simplest way to decrease the risk level is to introduce legal regulations. It means introduce a definition of cryptocurrencies into legal systems, institutions and procedures. It would make it safer because no country regulates worldwide Bitcoins transactions [9].

Decreasing the risk level of Bitcoin transaction concerns also users’ behavior. The private keys should be kept offline, because it then makes it impossible for hackers to hack them – it is the safest way to keep Bitcoins in a wallet. The next point is connected with the security of a personal computer, web application or mobile device. To make it safer from malware it is recommended to install antivirus or antimalware program. On the cryptocurrency market there are a lot of risky cryptocurrency whose share price is more variable than for standard cryptocurrency. Investments on risky cryptocurrency (such as Coinye West, Dogecoin or Catcoin) whose names come from Internet trends are unpopular and vulnerable to collapse. To reduce the risk level it is recommended to invest on popular and stable cryptocurrency such as Bitcoin or Litcoin.
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